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on imports ; see Import Duties
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sur-, 120
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sacrifice and, 63-71
Tax constants, 48 n.t 53 nJ1
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loan finance, 38, 39 ; versus loan
finance, 35-39
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ment of, 55; algebraic expres-
sion of, 47-51; eSect of, on
work, 63-65; families of, 48;
interaction of, 52-54 ; least sacri-
fice and amount of work under,
64, 65 ; marginal utility of in-
come and, 64; progressive and
diminishing utility, 86, 87 ; equal
sacrifice and, 86
Tax function :   defined, 46 ;   limita-
tions on, 47 ;   of equal-sacrifice
income tax, 86, 87
Tax revenue, 40-173
Tax schemes, 46-51;   annoxmcement
aspects of,  101,  102-113;   cost
of collection of,   101,   115-117;
distributional   aspects   of,    101,
114-115 ;   effect upon work, 42 ;
objective standard of, 51 ; tech-
nique of, 101, 115-117
" Taxable capacity " of different indi-
viduals, considered, 114-115
Taxation :
aggregate money outlay and, 238-
240
aggregate sacrifice and distribu-
tion of, 55
annual accumulation of capital and,
59, 60, 60 n.
consumers* surplus and, 43
differential:  between kinds of ex-
penditure, 101-117 ;   social wel-
_ fare and, 28
distribution of, optirmim, 56
double :   as economic barrier be-
tween states, 170 ; in the British
Empire, 166
effect of, on employment of re-
sources, 95
elasticity of work supply and, 69,
70, 71, 75
equity, principle of, and, 44
fluctuating value of property and,
135
of foreigners,   112,   113,   168-173,
193-202 ;    as  compensatory  re-
taliation,   justified,    172,    173;
ethics of, 171, 172, 173
future sacrifices and, 57, 59
government: enterprises as moans
of. 29 : expenditure and, 21
 Taxation (contd.)—
hoarding and, 59, 60, 60 n.
of monopoly revenue, 154, 165
principles of, 40-45 ; equal sacrifice,
42,	43-45;    least  sacrifice,   42,
43,	44, 45 ; maximum good, 45 ;
property income and, 129-133
quantity of work dono and, t>IJ-C5,
67, 69, 70
of real income, 78
of windfalls, 156-164
Taxes:
domestic, international reactioriH of,
165-167
distributional aspects of, 114
progressive, 48, 50
regressive, 48, 50
yield of, 62-54
yield of further : affected by inter-
action,   62,   53 j     affected   by
nature of existing taxes, Stt; data
required   to   estimate,   52,   53;
income distribution and, 53
"Taxing the foreigner",  104,   li)8;
compared with reparation lovy,
201 ;   ethical issue of, 201, SJU2;
past position on, 107, 198
Taxpayers, temperaments of, awmtu'd
alike, 58
Technique : of British taxation, 115-
116 ; of different tax tschtttmis,
101, 115-117; of taxation, and
proposal to eliminate dift'orontui-
tion against saving, 133
Telephones, compulsory purchase of,
3
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similarity of, 68
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